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FINDING

THE K SHORTEST LOOPLESS PATHS
IN A NETWORK*
JIN Y. YENt
University of Santa Clara

This paper presents an algorithm for finding the K loopless paths that have the
shortest lengths from one node to another node in a network. The significance of the
new algorithm is that its computational upper bound increases only linearly with the
value of K. Consequently, in general, the new algorithm is extremely efficient as compared with the algorithms proposed by Bock, Kantner, and Haynes [2],Pollack [7], [81,
Clarke, Krikorian, and Rausan [3],Sakarovitch [9]and others. This paper first reviews
the algorithms presently available for finding the K shortest loopless paths in terms of
the computational effort and memory addresses they require. This is followed by the
presentation of the new algorithm and its justification. Finally, the efficiency of the
new algorithm is examined and compared with that of other algorithms.

1. Introduction
network problems. The first is to find K
There are two types of K-shortest-paths
paths from the origin to the sink that have the shortest lengths, in which loops are
allowed. The available algorithms for solving this type of problem are proposed by
[9] and others. The
Hoffman and Pavley
[6], Bellman and Kalaba [1], Sakarovitch
second type of problem is to find K paths from the origin to the sink that have. the

shortest lengths, in which no loops are allowed. The available algorithms for solving
and Haynes
[2], Pollack [7],
this type of problem are proposed by Bock, Kantner,
and Rausan [3], Sakarovitch
Clarke, Krikorian,
[9] and others.
The purpose of this paper is to present a new algorithm for solving the second type
is that the computational
of the new algorithm
upper
of problem. The significance
in general,
bound of the algorithm increases linearly with the value of K. Consequently,
the new algorithm is much more efficient than the other available algorithms.
alof the available
K-shortest-loopless-paths
In this paper, first the efficiencies
in terms of the computational
effort and memory addresses
gorithms are examined
they require. This is followed
fication. Finally, the efficiency
of the other algorithms.

of the new algorithm with its justiby a presentation
of the new algorithm is examined and compared to that

2. Review

of Available

Algorithms

available for solving a K-shortest-looplessThere are several algorithms
presently
The
is a brief review of these algorithms
in
an
network.
N-node
following
paths problem
effort and memory addresses they
of
the
in
terms
their
efficiencies
and
computational
"a network"
means a
require. Note that in the following, unless specified otherwise,
network without negative loops, "the K shortest paths" means K loopless paths from
the origin to the sink that have the shortest lengths, and "the Kth shortest path"
means the last of "the K shortest paths."
procedure for finding
(1) In [21 Bock, Rantner, and Haynes introduce an enumeration
all possible paths from
the K shortest paths in a network. Their procedure enumerates
the origin to the sink, then sorts from these the K paths that have the shortest

lengths.
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This algorithm has two main disadvantages. One is that the algorithm requires very
large numbers of computations and memory addresses. The other is that the algorithm
requires as much effort to solve a problem in which K is small as to solve a problem
in which K is large. Therefore unless K is extremely large, e.g., K = (N - 1)!, the
use of this algorithm cannot be recommended.
(2) In [7] Pollack introduces a procedure for finding the Kth shortest path in a
network. To find the Kth shortest path this procedure first obtains K - 1 shortest
paths. Then the distance of each arc in each of the 1st, 2nd, * , (K - 1)st shortest
paths is set, in turn, to infinity. The shortest-path problem is solved for each such case.
The best of these resulting shortest paths is the desired Kth shortest path.
Pollack's algorithm can be considered the most applicable among the algorithms
reviewed in this section because it has the lowest computational upper bound when K
is not large (say, 5 or more, depending on the value of N). Unfortunately, the number
of computations required by this procedure increases exponentiallywith the value of
K-e.g., if the first K - 1 shortest paths each contains m arcs, this algorithm has to
solve mvKl shortest-path problems in order to find the Kth shortest path. Therefore,
unless K is small, Pollack's algorithm is computationally overburdening.
(3) In [3] Clarke, Krikorian, and Rausan introduce a branch-and-bound procedure
for finding the K shortest paths in a network. Their procedure first finds the shortest
path, then finds the K shortest paths from all paths that "branch" out from the
shortest path.
The efficiency of this algorithm depends on the particular network. If it so happens
that the second shortest path "branches immediately" from the first shortest path,
the third shortest path "branches immediately" from the second shortest path, etc.,
this procedure can determine all K shortest paths very quickly. However, in general,
this algorithm is likely to require a tremendous number of computations and memory
addresses. Therefore the efficiency of this procedure is difficult to determine.
(4) In [9] Sakarovitch introduces a K-shortest-path algorithm. His algorithm first
finds H, H > K, shortest paths that may contain loops by a procedure similar to
(but less efficient than) Hoffman and Pavley's algorithm [6]. Then the H paths are
scanned for the K shortest paths that contain no loops.
The efficiency of this algorithm depends on the particular network. If it so happens
that the H shortest paths obtained by Hoffman and Pavley's algorithm are loopless,
Sakarovitch's algorithm can determine the K-shortest-loopless paths very quickly.
However, it is difficult to specify a computational upper bound for this algorithme.g., if all the distances of the arcs in a network are extremely large except that the
distances of the two direct arcs going back and forth between the origin and the sink
are extremely small, the H shortest paths found by Hoffman and Pavley's algorithm
consist of only the loops that go around the origin and the sink; consequently, it is
difficult to specify a computational bound within which the K shortest loopless paths
must be determined.
3. Notation and Definitions
In an N-node network, let
(i), i = 1, 2, ...
N, be the nodes where (1) is the origin and (N) is the sink;
...*
(1)-(i)i 5 j
*.*(j),
1, be the path from (1) to (j), passing through
,

dij >0, i $ j, be the distance of the direct arc from (i) to (j)-if

this arc exists,
to
is
is
a
finite
considered
number, otherwise, dij
equal
infinity;
dij
Ak = (I)
*
(Qkk) - (N), k = 1, 2, ... , K, be the kth shortest
(21)-(3k)
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path from (1) to (N) where (2k), (3k), * * , (Q:k) are respectively the 2nd, 3rd, ...
Qkth node of the kth shortest path;
Ajk, i = 1, 2, ***, Qk, be. a set of "deviationsfrom Ak-l at (i) "-a "deviation
from Ak-l at (i) " is the shortest of the paths that coincide with Ak-l from (1) to the
ith node on the path and then deviate to a node that is different from any of the (i +
1)st nodes of those A', j = 1, 2, ...* i - 1, that have the same paths from (1) to
the ith node as does Ak-l; and finally reaches (N) by a shortest subpath without passing
any node that is already included in the first part of the path. Note that the A,k is loopless and contains the same node no more than once;
R,k be the root of Aik-the root of A k is the subpath of A,k that coincides with Ak-l,
i.e, () (k)
* (i*) in A k;
Si' be the spur of A iklthe spur of A,k is the last part of A; that has only one node
coinciding with Ak-l, i.e., (ik) ->.. -(N) in Ahk.
4. The New Algorithm and Its Justification
The new algorithm that finds the K shortest path is as follows:
Iteration 1. To determineA'.
Determine A1 by aln efficient shortest-path algorithm-by Yen's algorithm [12] if
0 by Yen's algorithm [11] if dij
0. (Remark. Yen's algorithm [12] is a newly
O;
dij
developed algorithm which finds the lengths of all shortest paths from a fixed node to
all other nodes in an N-node nonnegative-distance network. This new procedure requires only 2N2 additions and N2 comparisons-which is less than the number of operations required by other available algorithms. See [12] for details.)
Note that when there are negative loops in the network (which is detected by Yen's
algorithm 111]), this K-shortest-path algorithm has to be terminated. This is because
there is no satisfactory algorithm presently available for finding the shortest-loopless
paths in a network with negative loops, consequently, this K-shortest-paths algorithm
is no longer applicable for solving the problem.
However, when there are no negative loops in the network, we should have obtained
at least one path that has the shortest length. If we have K or more such paths, we are
done. If we have less than K and more than one paths, we assign any arbitrary one of
these paths to be Al and store it in List A (the list of k-shortest paths); the rest of these
paths are stored in List B (the list of candidates for (k + 1)st shortest paths). Otherwise, if we have only one such path, it is Al which is to be stored in List A.
Iteration k (k = 2, 3, *

K). To determineAk.

In order to find Ak, the shortest paths A1, A2, * , A-1 must have been previously
determined. Ak is then found as follows:
I. For each of i = 1, 2, ***, Qk-l, do the following:
(a) Check if the subpath consisting of the first i nodes of Ak-1 in sequence coincide
with the subpath consisting of the first i nodes of A' in sequence for j = 1, 2, ...
k - 1. If so, set di, = oo-where (q) is the (i + 1)st node of A'; otherwise, make no
changes. Then go to Step (b).
Note that diq's are set to oo for computations in iteration k only. They should be replaced by their original values before iteration k + 1 starts.
(b) Apply a shortest-path algorithm to find the shortest path from (i) to (N), allowing it to pass through those nodes that are not yet included in the path. Note that
the subpath from (1) to (i) is R,k, the root of Aik; and the subpath from (i) to (N) is
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Stk, the spur of Ask.Note also if there are more than one subpaths from (i) to (N) that
have the minimum length, take any arbitrary one of them and denote it by S;.
(c) Find Aik by joining Ri and S,k. Then add Akt to List B.
Note that it is necessary to store only the K - k + 1 shortest Aik s in List B.
II. Find from List B the path(s) that have the minimum length.
If the path(s) found plus the path(s) already in List A exceed K, we are done.
Otherwise, denote this path (or an arbitrary one, if there are more than one such paths)
by Ak and move it from List B to List A-leaving alone the rest of the paths in List B.
Then go to iteration k + 1.
Note that the above algorithm is developed from an obvious fact [3], [5] that Ak is a
deviation from A', j = 1, 2, ***, k - 1. More precisely, Ak must coincide with A',
j = 1, 2, **, k - 1, for the first m > 1 node(s) then deviates to a different node and
finally arrives at the sink without passing each node more than once. Therefore to obtain Ak it is only necessary to look for all shortest deviations from the A"s, then scan
from these deviations the one that has the shortest length.
As shown in ?4, in iteration k, Step I(a) of the algorithm sets diq's equal to oc to
force Ak-1 to deviate at each node on the path-without allowing the deviations to take
any path that have a length shorter than Ak-l. This is followed by Steps I(a) and I(c)
which find the shortest deviations of Akl that are different from A', j = 1, 2, ...
k - 1. Finally in Step II the Ak is selected from all possible candidates in List B. Therefore the A , j = 1, 2, ... , K, thus obtained by the iterative procedure are the K
shortest-loopless paths from the origin to the sink.

5. The Efficiency of the New Algorithm
The efficiency of an algorithm can be represented by the number of operations and
the number of memory addresses required by the algorithm to solve the problem. The
major operations and the memory addresses required by the new algorithm are as
follows.

Numberof operations
As shown above, in iteration k, the algorithm requires approximately the folowing
major operations:

Step I(a). qKN, 0 < q _ 1, comparisons, which is negligible as compared to operations required in Step I(b).
qN3additions,
Step I(b). A. When dj > 0: I (N-1)2
+ (N - 2)2 + * *and (N - 1)2 + (N - 2)2 + *..** _
qN3comparisons.
qN4 additions and comB. When dij > 0: (N-1)3
+ (N - 2)3 + * * * parisons.
Steps I(c) and II. Negligible number of operations as compared with Steps I(a)
and I(b).
Therefore up to iteration K, the algorithm requires approximately a total of qKN3
additions and .qKN3 comparisons, if d,j > 0; and Tjw.qKN4additions and -.qKN4
>
0. These totals are very small when compared with the number
comparions, if d
of operations required by other algorithms.

Numberof memoryaddresses
The algorithm requires approximately N2 + KN addresses to store the d,j's, List A,
List B, and some negligible number of intermediate data.
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TABLE 1.
Comparisons of the efficienciesof K-shortest-pathsalgorithms
ApproximateNumber of Necessary
Agoritb

Type_______of____Approximate

Typetwofk
Additions

Yen's

Pollack's

0

6qKN3

dij < 0

1 qKN4

j
dii

dij

0
0

d,j

<-0

qN2

Z-12
*i!

-IqKN3
qKN4
11

qNK+l
qNK+

!qNKx1

dj<O4qN+

Bock, Xantner
and Haynes'

Comparisons

4qNK+2

(N-i)

EN-1

(i!)

*log2 ti )

Memory
Addresses

Ratio of Other
Upper
Algo's Upper
Bound of Necessary Bound to Yen's
Operations
Upper Bound

Na + KN

-KN3

1

N2 + KN

8KN4

1

N3 + KN
N2 + KN
N2 + KN

INK+I
2NK+

3NK-2/K

N2 + KN

JNK+2

D-12 [(Ni)
+ log2 (i !)] i !

Clarke,
>
Krikorian and dij = 0
and Rausan's

Difficult to specify

0

Difficult to specify

Sakarovitch's

di1
i

R-/

Very large

Note. 0 < q : 1.

The following is a table of comparisons of the efficiency of the new algorithm with
the other algorithms available for solving the problem.
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